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R.A.F. SALVAGE

What is the difference between a steam roller, a tank and a hairpin?

The answer by Fighter Command salvage officer is "Nothing except their size

they’re all welcome”.

By a sustained salvage drive, Fighter Command is helping to ease the strain on

the convoys which its daily patrols shepherd safely into Britain’s ports.

The salvage officer, with the rank of flight lieutenant, is assisted, in organisa-

tion by an officer from the Equipment Branch. At each fighter station the Senior

Administrative Officer co-operates By appointing an officer - usually from the Equipment

Branch - to supervise "local” salvage.

"Nothing too big or too small” is their motto and a derelict steam roller, a tail

and hairpins (W.A.A.F.) have actually figured in their list.

In nine months it has been possißle to cancel 70% of the scavenging contracts on

fighter stations and. considerably to reduce the cost of the others, saving the taxpayers

at least £30,000.

The 5,000 tons of scrap so far salvaged and returned to industry include

5OO tons of paper and cardboard;

2 tons of silver paper: 14 tons of cement paper bags;
120 tons of rubber;
260 tons of used, aero and M.T. oil;

77 tons of wool;

27 tons of ethylene glycol;

160 tons of aluminium and non-ferrous metals;

228 tons of petrol tins.

Scrap metal from a single station, was enough to make 75,000 rifle barrels: each

ton of aluminium recovered saves three tons of bauxite and six tons of fuel. Old sacks,
used oil, practically everything except dust, is salvaged.

Sid Walker-like, the Command. salvage officer was once faced with a "What-would-you-
do-chums?” problem By 350 old cars which had been dumped, as obstructions on one aerodrome

before it became operational.

These cars were real derelicts, for all useful metal, such as aluminium, and.

instruments had ’already Been removed. Eventually a contractor was found who Bought the

cars at 5s.0d. each. His men piled cars in heaps of 20 or so, set fire to the woodwork,
Broke up the surviving metal with sledge hammers, and,, carted it off for useful scrap.

At one salvage depot, three Blitzed, cars were Brought in. The salvage unit -in

its spare time - took the cars to -pieces, and finally constructed, one very sound, vehicle.

This was duly camouflaged and taken over By the
C.O.,

who, feeling very proud of his men

mentioned, it to "higher authorities”. Their response was "You are not entitled, to an

official car, only a motor bicycle”, and. the C.0. lost his treasured, car.

An obsolete tank, originally placed near an aerodrome perimeter track as a defence

post, was rescued, from its covering of sandbags, and, went the way of all salvage. At

the same station, which was a civil airport in peace-time, some disused Boilers wore

discovered under a Building. Cut up, they provided 20 tons of first-class boiler steel.

The salvage unit got added satisfaction from the fact that the Boilers .had Been made in

Germany,
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One of the toughest propositions yet dealt with* was a condemned hangar. Lack of

labour was the problem. It was solved by dynamiting first one wall and then the other

which brought down the 40-ton wooden roof without damage. The timber was later used

again for constructional work.

Timber, like paper, is one of the most important salvage materials* Blitzed

timber has been made into 12,000,000 ammunition boxes, for example.

Here is another side of the salvage picture:

During a visit to the Orkneys, the Salvage Officer learned that soldiers there

were unable to listen to the B.B.C. because they could, not got H.T. batteries, .

Now they have all the batteries they want - batteries which have outlived their

usefulness in fighter aircraft. Others are handed over to the A.T.C. boys for wire-

less training and to units of Technical Training Command,,
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